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"Missing In Action"

Service Flag Changed
The Clemson service flag now
has 5059 names of Clemson
men in the service and 152 gold
stars denoting Clemson men
killed.
The old figures were
5646 men in the service and 147
men killed. The count on the
service flag is changed about
every three months.
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—The South's Most Interesting College Newspaper—

According to latest reports from
"Uncle" J. H. Woodward, Alumni
Secretary, the records show 33
Clemson men "missing in action",
and 38 "prisoners of war". No
casualties are included in these
reports unless the College has
received authentic reports from
families or from newspaper accounts that quote the War Department.
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Footlighf Favorites Quartet
To Sing HereOiiOctober

WITH THE
ACER'S
IT CLEMSON

Admission Is Free As Stars Sing
Arthur Briese
Everything From Strauss To Okla.
To Lecture Here
Free to all students, campus people, and persons from
surrounding communities who care to attend is Clemson's
first program of the 1944 Artists Series, according to anTuesday Night
nouncement by Mr. G. E. Metz, chairman. "Something

By LYNN SPRAGCE

Nothing eventful has been happening in the lives of the ACER'S
recently. We have been plugging
away along our busy schedules,
marking off the days to the 29th
of October which is the first day
of our furloughs.
The high and mighty ASTP
have fallen.
Their great (?)
basketball team has been humbled in a rough and tumble game
by a quartet of ACER'S, all from
the B-L section. Congratulations,
boys. The next game in the series is next Saturday.
Now for some more personality highlights — "L" Company
boasts the only set of twin brothers in the ACER'S at Clemson.
They are I. and N. A. Abramnowitz—E. H. Alexander, who was
the unfortunate victim of a bad
fall, has been on crutches for
nigh on to six Weeks because of
a very bad cut on his knee.' Say,
boy, when are you going to throw
those things away or are you
going to give them to "K" Company's Bob Alexander who has
some trouble with the cartilege
in his knee?—Richard Stempak,
who is very fluent at speaking
Polish, puzzles Cadet Woznich
considerably due to the latter's
limited knowledge of said language — David ("Air Cadet")
Kinne was the poor lad who
walked post number three the
other night. Amidst the splashing of water bombs, our "Air
Cadet" was heard to call for the
"Corporal of the guard! Post
number three!" When the aforementioned corporal arrived, Kinne
was in a state of semi-hysterics
and was trying to fight off a
whole flight of Jap bombers
The eighth wonder of the world
is present in our midst. He's the
man who does not use profanity,
does not smoke, drink or chew,
but studies diligently. In short,he lives an ideal life and will
probably be flirting with angels
while the rest of us are shoveling
coal. Presenting Joseph Elliott
Turner, the pride of McDonough,
(Continued on back page)

Frank Sharp, Jr.
Receives Wound
Now In Hospital
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Sharp have
heard by letter that their son,
Frank, Jr., has been wounded and
sent to a hospital in England.
The letter revealed that he was
flown back to the hospital by Bob
Bailey. ME '39, of Florence, star
football and baseball player during his four years at Clemson.
Frank, Jr., was with the Third
Army in France, and had been
overseas onnly about two months,
indicating that he was sent to the
front fn short order. He was in
the infantry.
He entered the service Feb. 21,
took his basic training at Wolters,
went from there to Ft. Meade,
Md., and very quickly was sent
overseas.
Before entering the army,
Frank was a star on the Clemson
High School basketball team.

Capt. Anderson
Is War Victim
Captain Benjamin W. Anderson, Ag. Ec. '41, of Edgefield,
was killed Aug. 15, fighting in
France. He was the son of the
late Mr. and Mrs. O. B. Anderson, of Edgefield.
Captain Anderson was recently awarded the Silver Star upon
citation of his company in France,
when a bulletin was circulated
from fox hole to fox hole and
signed by each individual man in
the company testifying to their
commander's courage under fire.
The original citation was forwarded by the colonel of the regiment to Captain Anderson's wife
the former Miss Elizabeth Wheeler of Saluda.
The permanent record made by
Capt. Anderson at Clemson reveals that he was away above
the average in Character, native
ability, earnestness, manner disposition, and leadership. He was
held in high esteem by his fellowstudents.
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The
nationally
famous
Clemson
Senior
Platoon,
crack fancy drill organization
that has performed in eastern
American cities from Boston

to Dallas, Texas, in past
years, has been reorganized
for the 1944-45 college year
and will be known as the
Tiger Platoon.

CRACK SENIOR PLATOON
REORGANIZED FOR '44'45
Composed Of Students
Of All Four Classes
In pre-war years each Clemson
class produced its crack drill unit
and the Senior Platoon became
known as fancy drill perfection.
This year the Tiger Platoon is
made up of the top-ranking student drillers from all four classes.
The following cadets have
"made" the current Tiger Platoon: From Greenville: William
F. Cochran; Don N. Ho well; Walter S. Johnson; William H. Orders; Pete J. Petropoulos; Harold
E. Thomason. From Spartanburg:
Ben L. Bates; Abner B., Martin;
Pete H. McCravy; Charles L.
Pace. From Rock Hill: Ed F.
Byars; Thomas F. Dabney; Warren H. Owen; William B. Ward.
From Beaufort: Ray C. Barber;
Robert L. DeLoach; Morey Lipton, Lee R. Cannon, and James
B. Rogers, of Anderson; Marvin
C. Baldwin, and Louis F. Theiling, Orangeburg; John McKissick,
and A. J, Rigby, Kingstree.
John A. Brunetti, Brooklyn, N.
Y-; Martin R. Tilson, Savannah,
Ga.; A. W. Shoolbred, Warner
Robins, Augusta, Ga.; Fernando
Sosa, Santurce, Puerto Rico; Horace L. Pratt, Columbia; Roy R.
Smith, Charleston; Robert L.
Brown, Darlington; ' John W.
Evans, Sumter; Carl H. Godfrey,
Florence; Samuel McB. Witherspoon, Marion; Thomas E. Wallace, Bennettsville, Thomas E.
Hill, Hartsville; Joe A. Dalton,
Seneca; James A. Thrailkill, Laurens, Tom E. Vines, Newberry;
Robert H. Yeargin, Gray Court;
Sam T. Snoddy, Ware Shoals.
James E. Stewart, Clemson;
Martin F. Baker, Marietta; Albert
J. Coleman, Saluda; T. S. Fox,
Ravenel; William I. Fox, Meggett;
Sidney B. Peck, Wedgefield; William C. Grant, Andrews; William
S. Gregory, Lockhart; William D.
Inabnit, Murrells Inlet; Harry L.
Lancaster, Port Royal; Charles L.
Morris, Olar.

Lt. Henry Hahn
Is War Victim
Second Lt. Henry Tutt Hann,
T. E. '43, was killed in action in
France on September 14, according to a message from the War
Department received by his mother, Mrs. F. W. Hahn of Greenwood.
Lt. Hahn had gone to France
in June and was serving with
General Patton's forces as a tank
commander.
While at Clemson, Lt. Hahn
was a member of Phi Psi, President of the Greenwood County
Club, and a First Lieutenant in
the Cadet Corps.

CHARLES J. BEACH
Pictured above is Charles
J. Beach, Chem., of Waltersboro, the only graduate at the
end of summer school period.
Beach was Captain of E.
Company during the last
quarter of his senior year,
member of the Student Council, the American Chemical
Society, and an instructor in
chemistry.

Edward Cothran
Is War Victim
Pfc. Edward E. Cochran, son
of Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Cochran of
Sandy Springs, who attended
Clemson a year, has been killed
in combat in France, according
to his brother, who is a freshman
at Clemson.
Pfc. Cochran was with Clark's
army when killed. He had served 18 months in the army, ten
months over seas. He saw action in Africa, Italy, Sicily and
other battle grounds in the Medeterranean area.
He was studying Textile Engineering when at Clemson. He
was popular with his classmates
and prominent in student activities.

Under the leadership of
Cadet E. F. Byars, of Rock
Hill, the Platoon has put on
several exhibitions so far this
year. In addition to demon-

strations on the campus, the
Platoon has drilled in Greenville, and between halves at
the Presbyterian and N. C.
State games.

Capt, Dunkleberg! ,^^^vorites
Former Ag. Eng.
Prof. Is Missing
Captain George Dunkleberg,
of the 101st Airborne Division,
has been missing in Action in
Holland since September 19th,
according to a telegram from the
War Department to his wife, Mrs.
Dorothy Dunkleberg, of the campus. Captain Dunkleberg is the
first member of the Clemson faculty to be reported missing, and
campus friends join with the
Tiger staff in hoping good news
will be received by his family
soon.
Captain Dunkleberg came to
Clemson on September 1, 1938, as
assistant professor of Agricultural Engineering. When he was inducted into the service on April 1,
1942, he was associate professor,
and was engaged in research in
farm structures, the principal emphasis being on propagation and
storage of sweet potatoes.
Dunkleberg is a native of Iowa,
with BS and MS degrees from
Iowa State College, and has three
sons, Johnnie, Ray and George.,
Jr. He was inducted into the\
Army at Camp Claiborne, La.,'
with a commission in field artillery, and later transferred to the
glider infantry at Fort Bragg,
North Carolina. He has been
overseas about a year and fought
in France in the early days of
the invasion.

Lt. Neuffer Wounded
Fighting In Italy
Is Navigator
Lt. John Neuffer, Text. Eng.
'37, of Abbeville has been seriously wounded in Italy, according to news received on Saturday, September 30. The wounds
were in the right hand and face.
Lt. Neuffer served in various
camps in the continental United
States and in Antigua and Porto
Rico before going overseas about
a year ago. He is the son of Mrs.
Florence H. Neuffer and the late
Dr. G. A. Neuffer, of Abbeville,
and is the first of five sons in the
service to be wounded.

Arthur Briese, the first of a
series of lecturers to be sponsored
by the Kress Fund, will speak in
the College Chapel on Tuesday
night, Oct. 17, at 7:30 o'clock.
Admission is free to students and
general public.
Mr. Briese is a humorist of
national renown, being called
"America's Knight of Satire."
Author Opie Reed has said: "Art
Briese is the greatest entertaining force on the American platform today." His lecture will be
crammed with wit, wisdom and
sarcasm; so to those who come
an evening of laughter and fun is
guaranteed.
It is hoped that the students
will turn out for this lecture. In
the past those who have attended
were enthusiastic in their praise
of the Lecture Series speakers.
It is believed that good student
attendance at this first lecture
will guarantee a representative
group for each of the speakers in
future.
Speakers to come are: Father
Francis X. Talbot, editor-in-chief
of the American National Catholic Weekly, on November 21,
Maurice Hindus, America's outstanding authority on Russia,
Jan. 17; Louis J. Alber, who has
-spoken at Clemson before, date
to be announced; John Temple
Graves II, editor and author, Feb.
20.
Fuller information will be
given about future speakers at a
later date.

Freshmen To Act As
Editors Next Issue

ADELAIDE ABBOTT

Vets Organize
GI Club Named
Gamma Iota
Veterans of World War II who
are attending Clemson this session met in the Cabinet room of
the "Y" at 7:00 P. M. Oct. 12, to
form an organization to help the
vets meet problems involved in
returning to school.
Gamma Iota was the name
chosen for their organization.
Gamma Iota is formed with two
Greek letters meaning "G. I."
The following officers were
elected: Reece Young, Comman(Continued on back page)

The three freshmen who
have shown most interest,
ability, and DEPENDABILITY to date, will be given the
signal honor and the serious
responsibility of editing the
third issue of the Wartime
Tiger. They will have the
complete cooperation and assistance of the Faculty Adviser.
J. O. Lewis will be Acting
Editor; C. D. Barker and H. F.
Frierson will be Associate Editors. Each of these three will
select an Ass't. Editor. These
editors and the Faculty Adviser will cast one vote each
to see who acts as editor in the
succeeding issue. A good reporter, therefore, will always
be eligible for an assistant
editor's spot. Once there, he
is eligible to act as editor.
As soon as a fair chance has
been given to all, or the staff
is ready to elect an editor, the
ENTIRE staff of DEPENDABLE individuals will vote
for editor, two associates, and
two assistants. The student
editor will then make appointments to suit himself.
This system should elect the
best men. The Faculty Adviser's one vote will be cast
for the man showing most
ABDLITY and DEPENDABILITY, regardless of all other considerations.
With the right kind of response an all-student staff
should be selected by January,
with either a student editor or
a rotating system for acting
editors.
The next issue of the Tiger
will be on Nov. 3—three weeks
away because of Fair Game
holidays.

(WE«5»«ssaK*fr.1S*r"

Autumn Ball Set For November 10-11
The Central Dance Association
announces the Autumn Ball to be
held on Nov. 10-11. It will be
one of the largest dances sponsored by the CDA since the beginning of the war.
The dance will be given in
honor of the home coming alumni providing the high spot in the
week-end of festivities.

Also on the calendar for that
week-end is the Clemson-V. M. I.
football game. As the week-end
will be home coming this year,
the dance officials are expecting
a larger than usual crowd in
spite of the present transportation difficulty.
The music will be furnished by
a well-known orchestra, whose
name will be announced in the
future. On the program for the

week-end" will be a formal dance
Friday night and a semi-formal
dance Saturday night.
Placing
chairman,
Gordon
Goodale, states that the girls will
be placed in the hospital annex
of the physics building.
The dance roster is in the making and will be posted in the near
future. More than two hundred
boys are expected to enter the
names of their dates. The price

of the dances has not yet been
announced.
Buck Beatty, decorator, and
Gordon Goodale, placing chairman, will handle the flower agency for a well known local florist,
and will deliver corsages to the
girls immediately before the
dance. Corsages will be worn at
this dance, although they were
not worn during the summer semester.

lilting, something gay" has been promised for Monday
night, October 30, when the Footlight Favorites quartet
comes to Clemson. According to advanced information,
they will sing everything from Strauss to Oklahoma.
Two substitutions in the original foursome have been announced. Lenore Rae, soprano, will
substitute for Marjory Hess, soprano; and John Dudley, tenor,
will pinch-hit for Edward Kane,
tenor, originally scheduled to appear.
Adelaide Abbot, coloraturalyric soprano, well-known to
music festivals and the recital
stages of the country, will be on
hand. She has sung in opera and
appeared more recently in "Lady
in the Dark."
John Brownlee, Metropolitan Opera . baritone, is as
famous for Gilbert and Sullivan and Lehar as he is for
Mozart. He will be the
fourth member of the quartet which promises to sing
something to please everybody in the audience.
They promise to sing the unforgettable music of light opera
SGT. FRANK FENDLEY
and musical comedy—from Johann Strauss to Richard Rogers—
from "Die Fledermaus" (Rosalinda) to Oklahoma, singing Gilbert
and Sullivan, Lehar, Victor Herbert, Momberg and Kern in be-,
Sgt. F. K. Fendley, son of Mr. tween times.
Footlight favorites is under the
and Mrs. Frank Fendley, of Clemson, was killed on September 18, direction of Kurt Adler of the
according to telegram received Metropolitan Opera.
The committee
believes
from the War Department. Sgt.
that this will be one of the
Fendley had been in service
most enjoyable programs of
seventeen months, including a
the season and is eager to
year overseas.
have a large audience on
He entered Clemson in the fall
hand to enjoy it.
of 1942 and left for the army on
March 15, 1943. By September
13, 1943, he was leaving for
overseas action in Africa, Sicily,
and the battle for Rome, and Leghorn, and Pisa. Stories of his
heroic action during these batCaptain Glenn G. Bellamy, Voc.
tles have appeared in newspapers frequently during the past Ag. Ed. '41, of Loris, was killed
in action in France on Septemyear.
He was wounded in the bat- ber 25th, according to word retle for Rome and was hospital- ceived by his wife, Mrs,. Doris
ized in Naples before rejoining Cribb Bellamy, of Anderson,
his outfit. He had been award- Wednesday. The telegram, from
ed the Purple Heart for these in- Adjutant General, follows: "The
Secretary of War desires me to
juries.
express his deep regret that your
Sgt. Fendley was in the 34th husband, Capt. Glenn G. BellaDivision, which, according to in- my, was killed in action on Sept.
formation received by his moth- 25 in France. Letter follows."
er, has more combat hours than
Capt. Bellamy has been overany other overseas. He fought at seas about four months, and was
Casino and at Anzio, among serving with General George S.
other places. And his outfit, led Patton and the 80th Division. He
by Capt. W. E. Smith '42, of entered the service immediately
Salem, was the first to enter after graduating from Clemson.
Rome. Mrs. Fendley stated that
He was married to Miss Doris
her son's outfit was supported by Cribb of Anderson in July 1942,
the First Armored Division. He and they have one daughter,
was a Staff Sergeant.
Lynn.
Sgt. Fendley has been in some
At Clemson he was a Second
of the hardest fighting of the Lieutenant and an active mem-/
war and has been responsible for ber of the Wesley Foundation.,
capturing Germans and for caus- Methodist Organization for young
ing the enemy plenty of trouble people.
wherever he fought. His captain, W; E. Smith, was wounded
recently.
Mrs. Fendley has set more type
for the Tiger than any other
linotype operator. Only by her
overtime work in Seneca recentSgt. J. W. Kelly of Anderson
ly was it possible to print the has been reported a prisoner of
September 29 issue.
war of the German Government.
In addition to his parents, Sgt.
Sgt. Kelly,
who
attended
Fendley is survived by four sis- Clemson 41-42, was serving as a
ters: Misses Carolyn, Linda, Al- tail gunner on a B-17 before he
ene, and Judy Fendley.
was reported missing in August.

Sgt. Fendley Is
Victim Of War

Capt. Bellamy
Dies In Action

Sergeant Kelley
German Prisoner

Lieut. Folsom
Is War Victim
Lt. J. B. Folsom, Mech. Eng.
'39-'41, of Sumter, was killed in
action over Germany on August
6, his parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. B.
Folsom, Sr., have been notified
by the War Department.
A pilot of a B-17 bomber, Lt.
Folsom had completed thirty
missions when killed. He had
previously been reported missing
in action following a crash, presumably near Berlin. He had
heen overseas for about six
months.
Lt. Folsom had been awarded
the Air Medal and three Oak
Leaf Clusters at the time he was
reported missing, and his mother
received a fourth Cluster only a
few days ago.

Prof. LaMaster Judges
Cattle At Ala. Fair
Prof. J. P. LaMaster attended
the Alabama State Fair at Brimingham on Oct. 3 and 4 for the
purpose of judging dairy cattle.
He judged the Jerseys on Oct. 3,
and th.Guernseys and Holsteins
on the 4th.

By Their Words
"The Lord punishes those whom
he loves, and I love everyone of
you."—"Lord" CoUings.
"You can't do that!"—Prof.
Blair.
"Now you see; the world is
round."—"Monk" Godfrey.
"Some of you will pass it, some
6f you won't. Most of you won't."
—Prof. Harris.
"You should be back in kindergarten."—Prof. Fernow.
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The Tiger
THE SOUTH'S MOST INTERESTING COLLEGE NEWSPAPER
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Founded by the Class of 1907 and published bi-monthly for the
duration by the students of Clemson College
The TIGER is South Carolina's oldest college newspaper; its claim
Pvt. Robert X. Graham, EE '42,
"The South's Most Interesting College Newspaper" is based on cir- of Greenville, writes that he has
culation, comment, and general attitude of those who read the TIGER. received promotion to Lt. (SG).
He is in charge of communication
Entered as Second Class Matter at the Post Office, Clemson, S. C. facilities with an outfit some$1.00 where in the Pacific.
Subscription Rate
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THE STAFF FOR THIS ISSUE
JOHN LANE (Faculty Adviser)
Acting Editor
J. O. LEWIS
Associate Editor
C. D. BARKER, H. F. FRIERSON
Assistant Editors
JOE SHERMAN
Acting Sports Editor
W. H. ORDERS
Business Manager
W. S. REASONOVER
Advertising Manager
H. L. LANCASTER
Assistant Business Manager
M. R. TILSON
Student News Editor
J. T. WIGINGTON, JR
*
Photographer
GORDON M. GOODALE
Circulation Manager
G. E. Hawkins, Jr., J. E. Beatty, R. L. Pace (Prof. Ben Goodale,
Faculty supervisor)
Circulation Staff
John Collins, E. C. Lee, W. M. Norris, B. B. Smith, D. H. Beckham,
J. W. Evans
.
Reporters
(Inactive members will be stricken from the list next issue)

Chance Of A LifetimeIn normal times the highest position on the Tiger staff a freshman could reach would be that of a reporter. In the issue to follow
this one, the chance of a lifetime will be afforded those who have
been most dependable to date. They will have responsibilities never
before in peactime granted to men their first year in college. They
will assume the responsibilities of editing the Tiger with the help of
the Faculty Adviser.
The importance of the Tiger to men abroad is indicated by this
excerpt from a letter received last week from Earl Mazo, former editor, and now "covering Patton's army" for the Stars and Stripes:
'•Please tell whoever might be holding up publication of the Tiger
that George McMillan and I and Strom Thurmond and a lot of other
Clemson men over here think he (or they) are monkey-wrenching a
vital war project. I don't have to compliment you on that paper;
you know how 1 feel about it. And I know that not a Clemson man
I have seen feels differently. Honestly, Doc, we've missed that paper
these past couple of months. It is a link with home. It is a morale
factor that can't be measured in dollars and cents. It it is the dollars
and cents that folks are worried about, I'm sure we over here will be
glad to chip in on the expense. I'll start off with twenty-five dollars
if you need it. Let me know and I'll have Rita send you the money.
One thing I, for one, do want is the 'Tiger."
To date it has been impossible to get enought men together to
explain that all appointments by Faculty Adviser are temporary.
When a capable staff has shown DEPENDABILITY and ability
enough, an election of an editor will be held; the active and DEPENDABLE members of the staff will cast the votes. Every position
on the staff is still open and will remain, in reality, open, until the
staff is firmly enough behind some man to elect him editor for the
year. .The editor can be a freshman if the staff so decrees.
In the first bloom of enthusiasm the usual goodly number of
.prospects showed up and then disappeared, although several calls
have been issued since. There have been conflicts ~bf every description: "Pep" meetings, band practice, orchestra practice, 17-year-old
exams and so on.
,
The Tiger needs those who have the talent to serve. Let others
attend the "Pep" meetings and such. The Tiger goes to the four corners of the earth to the most appreciative group of readers it ever
served. It will soon have a local circulation of around 1200. It has
come out during the war at great sacrifice to those who have done
the job. Any idea that it is something to be done at one's convenience is either prejudiced or erroneous. If all those who had ability
would come out and STAY out WHEN needed instead of when it
happens to suit them, we could have an all-student staff elected by
January 1945.

Cpl. J. E. Ellerbe, EE '43, of
Florence, is in charge of a power
plant for a signal installation
company somewhere in France,
according to Prof. S. R. Rhodes,
who not only keeps up with his
boys but is thoughtful enough to
pass on information about them
to the Tiger.
• * •
Lt. R. C. Duke, EE '41, of Orangeburg, is in the Planning Division of the Navy Yard at Charleston. He plans to visit Clemson in the near future.
• * *
Prof. W. D. Stevenson, formerly a member of the Electrical Engineering Faculty and now connected with the Electrical Department of Princeton University,
was on the campus recently.
• • •
Mr. Louis A. King, who was a
member of the Electrical Engineering staff but who is now
in the Engineering Department of
RCA, was married Saturday before last to Miss Elizabeth Hudson, of Greenville. Miss Hudson
taught Home Economics in the
Clemson High School and has
been connected with the Treasurer's office here for the past
two or three years. Mr. and Mrs.
King will make their home at
Haddon Field, N. J.
• • *
Prof, and Mrs. J. A. Stevenson
have returned from Jackson,
Miss., to occupy their home formerly occupied by the Waites.
Prof. Stevenson is still with the
U. S. government.
In the first issue of the Tiger,
many items were taken from the
Methodist Church letter written
to members in service by Mrs.
Mary Freeman Richardson and
Miss Virginia Poole. Be a reporter: send in your personal mentions and help us get complete
coverage, particularly of men in
uniform.
s=!

*

*

Sgt. Joe R. Goodman, son of
Mrs. Carrie and the late Lewis
Goodman of Clemson, was home
a few weeks ago on a fifteen-day
furlough. Before getting his furlough' he had spent 26 months in
the Aleutians. His was one of
fifteen leaves drawn from a hat.
Sgt. Goodman hopes there'll be a
job waiting for him when it's
over so he can stay around home
for a while. While at home he
made an interesting talk at the
Presbyterian Church. He returned to the Aleutians.

Captain Allen K. Trobaugh,
who attended Clemson from 1937
to '39, and who lives at Brunswick Manor, Brunswick, Ga., was
awarded the Distinguished Flying Cross "for extraordinary achievement while participating in
aerial bombardment of the ene-

m> in Italy.
An end on the '38 football
team, Captain Trobaugh participated in various campus activities. He became an aviation cadet August 15, 1941 and received
his flying commission at Midland, Texas, May 21, 1942.

Robert Vaden, who attended
Clemson as a member of the
AAF:
" \ . . tho I've thought of you
and of Clemson quite often since
leaving, this is the first real opportunity I have had to write . . .
and express my appreciation for
the wonderful time we boys
(AAF) had at Clemson . . . Since
leaving our first stop was Ft.
Myers, Fla. . . . where we spent
six weeks doing KP and seven
weeks going to gunnery school
. . . next post a classification
and route pool at Lincoln, Neb.,
. . . still KP . . . Then 'split' up
and assigned to various bases . . .
in southwest part of Texas . . .
one of most isolated bases in
state . . . We, the eliminated cadets of section 52, are career
gunners on the B-29's . . . feel
fortunate to have been chosen as
crew members on the 'Superforts'
. . . gunner's routine exciting ...
I take pride in the fact that I'm
playing a small part in the huge
program . . . May I ask a favor
. . . If it is at all possible I'd like
to have a copy of the Tiger sent
to me here . -. . if you will send
me subscription rates, I'll forward the money . . . Remember
me to my friends and believe me,
yours very sincerely . . .
Wright Bryan CE, '26, now a
prisoner of the Germans: ". . . .

Could not write sooner about
David Henry's death ... No matter how much of this horrible
business you see, it's no preparation for the time it hits you personally . . . God help us all if
we don't do this job thoroughly
enough and settle it wisely
enough to prevent it happening
all over 'again! . . . The courage
of the French people is past all
description . . . They have seen
their homes come down around
them and their loved ones tortured before their eyes . . . One
Frenchman said he told the Germans to their face in 1940:
"you're finished; It may take
years but you're finished!" . . .
Women told me about mass burials . . . Her Archbishop said.
"We must weep for our dead. We
must continue to fight. France
will be reborn" . . . Try not to
worry about me ... I go to no
danger spots except when my job
makes it necessary . . . most of
the time I am far from the firing
. . . taking every precaution
compatible with getting my work
done. . ."

Lt. D. P. Watkins, of Anderson,
that he wants to know what
is receiving overseas training for "Fie" means.
piloting the new P-51 at Dale
—that if it means what he
Mabry Field, Tallahassee, Fla., thinks that thems harsh words,
according tq M. A. Fant, '47.
and in answer Oscar says
PhoOeyH
Lt. A. C. Dudley, Voc Ed. '41,
—that Ridgeway thinks two
Mullins, is now overseas in the diamonds mean Senior privileges
European Theater of war, accord- but he must remind Ridgeway
ing to his wife, the former Miss that cutting classes to talk to the
Ruby Allen, of WalhaUa.
captain never passed anyone.
* * *
—that Young, Goodale, and
Cadet Midshipman Joe .„ R. Cockrell around Limestone womBrunson, Jr., of Allendale, who en really make fools of themattended Clemson in '42 as a CE selves.
student is now a candidate for a
—that with all the conceit in
commission in the Merchant Ma- Young and Goodale there is little left for the rest of the corps,
because they really think they
J. S. Evans, of New Zion, who are God's Gift to the Women.
attended Clemson in '42, is now a
—that we know better, don't
part of the Navy's V-12 program we boys?
at Newberry College."
—that he wonders if Gregory
* * *
calls everyone "Rat" in that wonSeaman H. D. Salley USN of derful military voice of his.
Salley, who was a member of the
—that he forgot to mention last
Junior Class when he left Clem- time that Gregory gives voice
son last July, is now stationed at lessons.
Bainbridge, Md.
•—that
Yeargin may have
# * #
thought sweet nothings about a
Lt. W .C. Kinder, Ag. '32, of "sweet young thing" in Gaffney,
Kingstree is now with the QMC but he had better start moving
in France.
faster berause Byars is leading
* * *
by two weekends.
Capt. W. W. Rush, A, '37, of
—that he loves the guy in the
Camden, is now stationed at ACER that hollered for Tech.
Keesler Field, Biloxi, Miss., as
—that if the ASTP have any
an MP officer.
remarks to make about that they
* * *
are welcome to do so because no
Capt. E. Windel Clamp, GS, '36 one ever listens to them any way.
of Salley is now stationed in Italy
—that if there are any drives
with the Fifth Army.
in the barracks *don't give any
money to Beatty because he is
Lt. W. H. McNair, Agr., '41, of still paying on that last ring.
Gable, is now seeing active duty
—that he wishes the battalions
with our armies in Belgium. He would quit fighting with each
writes that he sees Clemson men other, and let the companies reeverywhere he goes.
main as they are.
—that he wonders what beCadet R. L. Mixon, E. E. '47, came of Gregory's room arrest
left recently to join the Air that he claimed he would take
Corps. Cadet Mixon has made a like a man.
place for himseir in the corps and
—that he wishes some of these
at the Methodist church as a long haired beach bums would
singer with a genuinely appealing
voice. He will be missed.
*

*

S.:

get a hair cut.
—why is it that guards walk
the first barracks row but leave
the whole quadrangle completely wide open.
—that by now everyone knows
who Herr Himmler is—Ain't he
cute????
that Pedrosa never saw a
piano with four keyboards until
the weekend of the P. C. dance,
and He (Oscar) wonders about
that.
—that he just bought a dictionary to help him read the daily
bulletin.
—that with that last remark
total war is the. only answer.
—that it must be wonderful to
tear up cars like McKissick does.
—that Bull Tilson must learn
that men go in search of women,
and in spite of the man shortage they will never come searching for him.
—that he neither likes nor dislikes Hogue, but the guy is under
observation.
—that Beach is pulling another
Clark on us by refusing to go
home.
—that he understands that an
article is being run soon on
"Who is Oscar??"
—that he feels sorry for you
fellows because we ain't gonna
tell even if you guess right—
which you never will!.
—that if Baldwin couldn't
raise that eyebrow he couldn't
blow that horn—
—speaking of hornblowing always reminds us of Zombee Sartor, your favorite and mine.
—that there are too darn many
bo-rats running around this season.
—that he just remembered
Pratt is also a fcorat.
—that unless the corps starts
doing things they shouldn't he
won't have a thing to write
about.

* * *

Seen at the Tech -Clemson
Game: Dr. and Mrs. Poole, Frank
Jr., who is a pre-med student at
Duke, Tommy, who is at Marwell
Field, Ala., and r.rargaret; Henry
L. King, Jr., »nfi Dean Butler of
Clemson; T. W (Buddy) Thornhill, of Charleston; the Clarence
Asbills, Mr. and Mrs. Hoke Sloan,
Elizabeth Sharp, Beverly Sloan,
Joe Sherman, "Red" Ritchie, Mr.
and Mrs. Ed Shiver, of Spartanburg, Mrs. R. M. ((Bob) Jones,
Mrs. Frank Howard, Jake Woodward, Roy Cooper, Glaz (ACER)
Lewis Freeman and Billy Washington (Tech) Mr. and Mrs. E.
J. Freeman and "Bumps" Freeman, "Scoop" Latimer and John
Lane.
Also saw a group of Clemson
boys stand up and sing the Alma
Mater when it was played at the
Fox Theater Saturday night after the game.

QUESTION: WHAT DO YOU all it can and is doing a good job
THINK THE COLLEGE COULD of it.
DO TO RELIEVE THE BORETill, C. E. 1, Ruffin. I think
DOM ON WEEKENDS?
the Commandant could be more
1st Lieutenant Joe Richardson,
By Barker, Frierson, and Lweis generous with weekend passes.
formei^y of the Agricultural EnOdom, A. C, 4 Gable. Provide
Fox, W. I. 2, Meggetts. If the
gineering department, has recovgirls for the rest of the boys; I've summer schedule were followed,
ered from an illness in a general
got enough.
I think the weekends would be
hospital in France and has reDeVore, F. W., 1, Ninety-Six. all right.
turned to duty.
Let everybody rate all weekends.
Goodale, G. M. 4, Clemson. The
* * *
Pate, D . D. 2, Camden. Have college has done enough. I think
Capt. Jess L. Goodman, Joe's
more socials on the campus with the Corps should thank them for
twin brother, is in combat in the
* * *
more girls present.
it and get their own girls.
Pacific area. He is in the infanConnor, J. R. 1, Eutawville.
Lt. Col. H. H. Gibson, TC '32,
Craven, J. C. 1, Rock Hill. Let
try.
of Spartanburg, sent along a Nazi Give a few dances and invite girls girls from nearby colleges visit
* * *
flag for the Clemson collection from Furman.
for a social, with the boys sharSgt. Frank Hewer, son of the
Former members of the Tiger staff are now serving in every
Murray, J. O. 2, North Charles- ing the expenses.
that is being exhibited in the Lilate
Mr.
Joseph
Hewer
of
Clemcorner of the globe: Wright Bryan, a German prisoner; George Chapbrary Building. Addressed to ton. Have more dances with lots
Smith, L. B. 1, Mullins. Let
Prof. John Lane, the package of girls and have games on Sun- first semester freshmen rate every
lin and Mitchell Simmons in the Pacific; Earl Mazo, Dick Breeland, son, was home some weeks ago,
after 27 months in the Pacific.
contained two German books, au- day for a change.
third weekend, and second semesHarry Ashmore and George McMillan in France; J. C. Wilkinson He has been in 5 invasions, inFloyd,' J. E. 1, Marion. Give ter ones rate every weekend.
tographed by Lt. Col. Gibson and
in England; J. J. Lever in India; Joe Kinard in Italy—to mention a cluding those of Guadalcanal, the
designated as the professor's pri- weekend leaves to all freshmen.
Peschl, F. C. 2, Hendersonville,
few.
Marshalls and the Solomons. Sgt.
Burnett, W. E. 1, Green Sea. N. C. An entertainment commitvate property. All came from
We reealize that these men are doing things far more important Hewer made an interesting talk
France.
Have a record player to play pop- tee should be formed, with a
By WYLIE HOGUE
than writing for their college paper back home, but we are merely at the Presbyterian Church, in
ular music in the "Y".
Senior at the head to organize
Cochran, W. T. 2, Greenville. weekend activities.
suggesting that it would please us very much if any or all of them which he recounted some of his
Col. Mark E. Bradley, Jr., was
in Atlanta recently inspecting the Have more "Y" dances, and have
Baldwin, M. C. 3, Orangeburg.
found time to drop us something for publication. We can not but thrilling and heart-breaking exI was a member of the Junior in Clemson through some Clemperiences. He was sent to New
bulge with pride at the brilliant staff of foreign correspondents the River, N. C, where he will be re- class that left Clemson to enter son man with whom they came B-29. Son of Prof, and Mrs. M. jam sessions with the Jungaleers. I'm not bored because I don't
Friday, J. B. 1, Charleston. I
E. Bradley, the Colonel is head
Tiger would have.
the Armed Services in June, 1943. into contact in the Armed Serv- of projects operations for the pro- don't think there is any boredom. stay here on weekends.
assigned to duty.
Linderman, Phil, ASTP, BrookSoon after, seventeen weeks of ices. There are a number of vet- duction division of all kinds of
* * *
In fact, we intend to '"bust" buttons whether they find time or
Cole, J. O. 2, Greenville. Let lyn, N. Y. More home football
erans
in
the
cadet
corps
this
year.
basic
training
in
the
Medical
not. With men like these and Lt. Col. William L. Leverette, who
II. B. Foster, M E, of Sparplanes. He has recently been everybody off every weekend.
games, also baseball.
shot down seven Nazi planes during his first fifteen minutes of action tanburg is attending Auburn Uni- Corps, I was given a Certificate Their attendance here is an in- placed in charge of experiments I Wise, R. M. 1, Marion. Don't
Markland, ASTP, New Albany,
dication of what the men in the
in the Mediterranean theater, representing the Tiger abroad, we de- versity as an A. S. T. P. Air corps of Disability Discharge. Now, I Armed Services want when they at five army air fields from Oma- have formations and do have par- Ind. More dances and athletics
have
returned
to
Clemson
to
comtrainee. Hugh left Clemson Sepha to the East coast. His job ties.
on Saturday.
clare our right to be proud of them back home.
tember 15 to take this training, plete my education. This transi- are discharged—a chance to learn is to test and check success of
Barber,
R.
C.
s,
Beaufort.
Have
Bowers, Leon, ASTP, Miami,
Yes, we have over 5000 Clemson men in service, and we have according to R. S. Gilmore.
—a
chance
to
better
their
earntion from army life back into coloperation of these planes by pilots more "Y" dances and more free Fla. As long as I'm in the* Army,
^been expressing our pride in them and our appreciation of what
lege life is somewhat more diffi- ing power—a chance to better and crews at the five fields.
* * *
shows on Saturdays.
(
I'll be bored.
they are doing since the war began. Among that number is our
J. A. Farmer, ME., of Ander- cult than the change from college their social position—a chance to
* * *
Witherspoon, S. M. 1, Marion.
Cordray, R. E., ASTP, Philadelimprove
their
character.
These
little handful of ex-Tiger men of whom we are naturally proud.
son is now taking training in life to army life. Although, the
Lt. (jg) D. A. McDowell, of the Let us out after our last class phia, Pa. I've never noticed it,
men
are
here
to
accustom
themcampus
and
buildings
appear
to
Jacksonville, Fla. for Naval AirEnglish Department, was a visi- Friday every other weekend.
because I'm never here on week
crewman. He will receive fifty- be the same ones that I left be- selves to civilian life again. They tor on the campus recently. He
Mallette, R. R. I, Aiken. Should ends.
are
here
to
be
accepted
as
free
three weeks of training before he hind, it seems to be a different
Roth, H. H., ASTP New York,
thinking individuals, not as just is taking advanced indoctrination have no formations, therefore
vf!
earns the Navy Wings of Gold. Clemson.
at the Naval Training Center at giving the Cadets time to do as N. Y. The College can't do much,
G.
I.'s
We
were
inducted
into
the
army
He entered the N. A. C. in June,
but the students can.
There are many things a freshman has to think about these days. 1944, according to M. A. Fant.
As one of these veterans, I Miami, Fla., He is studying they please.
with boys whom we knew, and I
Best, J. L., ACEK> Jasper, Ala.
Klingensmith, A. W., ASTP,
There are many adjustments to be made. There are "New-Boy"
knew the boys in the outfit I left think that the entire, school has diesel engines, celestial naviga* * *
behind- when I was discharged. shown much concern and its wil- tion and so forth. He left on Give all the girls of Anderson Detroit, Mich. Get some WAC's
calls to be answered, football games and pep meetings to be attended.
Lt. F. H. Boyd, Chem. Eng., of
One of the changes which was lingness to help us readjust our- Oct. 11 and expected to be at College bids to come to good sent here on the Veteran's ReBut there are also lessons to be studied.
Greenville is stationed at King- very noticable to me was the boys selves and to help us obtain these Miami for nine more weeks.
dances offered here.
habilitation Plan.
Forewarned, they say, is forearmed. A memorandum from the man, Arizona. He received his
¥ * *
Dey, W. H., ACER, Hog Creek,
Lederer, H., New York, N. Y.,
themselves. There were very few things for which we search. Most
Registrar's office announces that "blue slips" will be sent home wings approximately one month familiar faces among the cadets, of us have not been in school for
Lt. Jess Garman (jg), of the Ga. Ask short girls of Anderson and Meyer, Fort Wayne, Ind.,
around November 15. We take this opportunity to remind you that ago and is now piloting a B-17, and they looked so much younger. several years. One of the Vets Agronomy Department, has fin- College to come over, and give both ASTP. Release the ban on
hitch-hiking.
a ' blue slip" is a deficiency report indicating that the student is not according to his brother, R. B. Then, I noticed the uniforms. has been away from school for ished his course at Harvard and us short fellows a chance.
Boyd.
Head, C. M. 2, Greenville. Ask
Nelson, T. S., ASTP, North
as long as eight years. Many of will be sent to Charleston.
passing a particular subject. Along with the "blue slips" will go
When
we
left
Clemson,
we
were
$ * *
* * *
some of the "pebbles" from the Buyen, N. J. More football games
in cadet gray, which had grown us have forgotten how to study,
a few "pink slips". The latter are an indication that the student is
and dances.
Maj. Tom Milford, formerly more familiar to us than, civilian and many of us have forgotten
Ensign David Purser, of the "Rock" to come over.
doing outstanding work in a particular subject.
Dow, R. H., ACER, Bucyrus,
with "Uncle" Joe Chambers' clothes. Looking upon the khaki some of the things that we learn- English Department, has comLevine, Leon, ASTP, BridgeIt is quite possible that "a stitch in time" might save you from Printing Company, is in New
Eliminate Sunday forma- port, Conn. Really need a lot of
that surrounded me upon my re- ed while in school. Until we be- pleted advanced indoctrination Ohio.
getting a deficiency report—might even be the margin necessary to Guinea. According to "Uncle" turn, I thought I was still in the come accustomed to school life at Ft. Schuyler, N. Y., and will tions.
extra-curricular activities, for
Huyser, R. S., ACER, Appala- more students, such as intraJoe, Tom wrote a "crazy" letter army I realize that the khaki is again, we shall have many and attend sub-chaser school in Mibring you the coveted, "pink slip."
chia, Fla. Sponsor concerts of mural sports, tennis club, and deto Emma Major recently. Mary more practical in every way, but various problems that must be ami.
* * *
bands and orchestras from nearby bating.
Freeman Richardson then said: I still think of a Clemson cadet solved, lest we fail in our attempt
"If Tom Milford wrote a letter as one in gray trousers, shirt, to readjust ouselves.
Pearson, J. L., ACER, Wilson,
Ensign Mike Brownley, of the cities, and also Clemson's own
to Emma Major, it was bound garrison cap, and black shoes.
N. C. Sponsor intra-mural sports.
The school administration, the Chemistry Department, will soon band.
Lancaster, B. L. ACER, Austell,
to be "crazy."
Warren, H. G., ACER, Dunn,
I think it is commendable and Commandant and his staff, the be in the Pacific, serving on an
Few freshmen will realize that they are being graded on charGa.
I think the College is doing N C. Have community singing
* * *
L.
S.
T.
boat.
faculty,
and
the
Cadet
Corps
is
an
indication
of
the
true
Clemacter, native ability, energy, earnestness, personal appearance, man* * *
and talent shows.
. Lt. John K. Hawkins of Green- son spirit the manner in which have all shown their willingness
ner, and disposition, unless told. We believe that a word to the wood, recipient of the Air Medal,
G. C. Fant, Pre-med., of AnKennedy, J. J., ACER, BlairsEd Hauser, it is believed, is to
the younger boys have taken to cooperate and help us in every
wise is effective; so we warn you that such ratings are demanded the Invasion Star, the European charge of responsible positions way possible. They have done be sent to the Pacific to serve on derson is now taking Radar train- town, N. J. Have suppers and
ing at Great Lakes, 111. He en- picnics at the "Y" cabin.
of the Faculty.
Theatre Star, three Oak Leaf within the cadet corps, so that many things to make us at home a seaplane tender.
* * *
Zechnowitz, I. C, ACER, New
tered the Navy in August as SeaYour teacher will have to grade you "above", "below" or "av- Clusters, and members of bomb- school traditions have been car- and at ease. I feel sure that they
J. V. Patterson, Seaman 2nd man 1/c according to M. A. Fant. York, N. Y. Have dances and
erage". The ratings you receive become a part of a permanent rec- ing group of the Fifteenth Air ried on. In the past, cadets sev- are eager to help us even more
* * *
competitive sports.
Force which received a Presi- eral years older and more ex- if we show our need of it. I Class, son of I. N. Patterson, of
ord to be examined by interested persons in the future.
Benson, F. S., ACER, Mediva,
Lt. George Hubert Aull, son of
dential Citation, has been miss- perienced have filled these same know that all of us feel strange Clemson, was home on furlough
Class standing, therefore, is not the only thing a freshman should ing in action since September 12, positions.
Run special buses to
last week from Camp Peary, Va., Professor G. H. Aull, of Clemson, N. Y.
and
out
of
place.
What
we
want
be concerned about as he meets classes. Even upperclassmen forget according to his brother J. W.
where he has been for three to Miss Edith McCants Bookhardt, Greenville and Anderson.
Clemson's fame has spread durBarrus, W. R., ACER, Albion,
that these confidential records are being sent in by each of their in- Hawkins, '47. Lt. Hawkins is a ing the war and some of the vet- most of all is to be taken in and months. He has been classified of Orangeburg. Lt. Aull and his
structors at the end of the semester. Reports an juniors and seniors navigator on a B-24 that has been erans who have entered college accepted by Clemsonians as true as signalman or radioman. Says wife were visitors on the campus N. Y. Organize rifle teams to
compete on the weekends.
he likes it there.
last week.
here this year became interested Clemson men.
based in Italy since July.
include "technical ability" and "leadership."

Foreign Correspondents-

A Stitch In Time-

Confidential Report-

Talk Of The
Town
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Tigers Bounce Back And Defeat N. C. State 13-7
Tinsley Scored Winning Touchdown
In 4th Quarter To End 7-7 Deadlock
Coach Frank Howard's young and scrapping Clemson
Tigers entered the 1944 Southern Conference football race
last Saturday with a 13 to 7 victory over' a fighting North
Carolina State Wolfpack. It was State's first defeat of ths
year after consecutive victories over Milligan and the University of Virginia.
The relatively small crowd
which braved—and that's the
word—a broiling sun saw an exceptionally good ball game between two all-civilian squads.
A pair of Army veterans, however, collaborated on the finishing touch that brought the Clemson victory! Captain Ralph Jenkins, with 14 months army servWinners in two out of three
ice, quarterbacked the play. Tailback Sid Tinsley, of 21 months starts, Clemson's Tigers revert
back to the underdog role for the
army service, executed it.
It was a late fourth-quarter colorful State Fair Classic with
under-pressure execution, and the University of South Carolina's
Tinsley carried it" off like the Thursday in Columbia.
The Gamecocks soundly trouncveteran he is. The score was 7-7,
a wind had just started blowing, ed Newbery in their opener,
and Tinsley had just run 14 yards dropped a 14 to 20 game to the
for a first down. The crafty Jen- powerful Gremlins of the Charand
played
kins called for a quick-kick. lotte Air Base,
Tinsley placed the ball out on strong Miami to a 0-0 deadlock.
Carolina's opposition
State's 18 yard line, putting the Overall,
has probably been stronger than
Wolfpack in the hole.
Penalties against State carried Clemson's
the 'Pack' back to the tone yard
Backbone by V-12 Navy trainline and a poor kick gave Clem- ees, the Gamecocks hold the
son the ball on the 22. A 15 yard same edge over the Tgers that
holding penalty rained gloom on they enjoyed a year ago when the
the Tigers, but end Eddis Free- all civilian Tigers invaded Coman added light to the occasion lumbia, held the Gamecock to
by going 28 yards on an end 0-6 at the half, then gave way
around.
to superior reserve strength in
A couple of plays later Sid the second half to be defeated 6
Tinsley powered his way' six to 33.
Coach Don Newton, mentoring
yards for the winning touchdown.
The game started like a house Carolina for the 1st time this year,
afire. State kicked off and Clem- depends heavily upon brilliant
son, alternating Tinsley, Bill Rog- Bat Thrash, left end, for offensive
ers, and Billy Poe immediately punch. Thrash scored both Caromarched 68 yards to a touch- lina touchdowns against the Gremdown. Jack Miller kicked the lins (within two minutes of each
point, and the game looked like other), and is generally cona soft touch for the hustling Ti- sidered among the top ends of
Dixieland.
gers.
Then Miller kicked off and
For a scoring kick, the Tigers
State's Bobby Worst (don't let will again put their all into the
the name fool you) took the ball outstanding
signal-calling fc>£
on his 15 yard line and raced Center Ralph Jenkins, the triple
straight up the middle for an 85 threating of Sid Tinsley, Watt
yard kickoff return and touch- Stewart, and Jack Miller, the redown. A guy named Zickefoose verse running of Billy Poe, and
kicked the placement and the the plunging of fullbacks Bill
game started all over again at Rogers, Bob McCory, Gene Hall7-7.
man and Boyd Parker.
It stayed that way, favoring
the Tigers in all departments but
scoring, until that fourth-quarter spurt by the winning Clemsons.

Veteran Tech
Team Defeated
Clemson Frosh

Gamecocks Are
Favored To Win
1944 Fair Game

The opening: plays of the game last Saturday found the Tigers driving their way down the field.
After a gain of several yards Bill Rogers has the ball an the N. C. State's one yard line.

A Letter

From the Pacific

I have recently learned that
Charles Tisdale, who played guard
for us in 1938-39-40, is listed as
missing in action in France. In
this morning's mail I heard from
Charles Timmons, who is in the
navy and stationed in Hawaii.
Louis Ross, one of our tackles
in 1942 who has two more years
to play, wrote from Saipan. He
told of going overseas with Big
Bill Smith, also a tackle in 1942,
who has two more years to play.
Coach Randy Hinson writes
from Italy that the Germans are
beaten there. He said that it
was not war any more in Italy
but a case of murder with the
Germans trying to see how many
men they could kill before quitting.
As an Alabama freshman footballer, Clemson's Coach Frank
Howard recovered 11 fumbles in
an Alabama-Tulane freshman
game played on a very, very wet
New Orleans field.
Prof. R. L. Anderson of the
Architectural
Department
is
serving in the Navy in the Pacific
area.
Send information about Clemson men killed or missing.

RALPH JENKINS
In an elimination held in the
Clemson's center-captain
field house, a group of cadet ofrates ace-high among the
ficers chose as cheerleaders the
better Dixie gridmen. He
following boys: Ted Cochran,
does everything, and does all
Greenville; Bobby Boyd, Greenof it expertly: ball-snapping,
ville; J. S. Parrish, Easley; R. W.
offensive blocking, defensive
Morris, Anderson; H. L. Lesley,
line backing, offensive and
Greer; D. A. Koerbling, ACER,
defensive signal calling. ..His
Dayton, Ohio; G. E. Vaile, ACER,
flawless signal calling broke
Brookhaven, Miss.; D. O. McN. C. State's back in CharDougald, ACER, Statesboro, Ga.;
lotte as the Tigers won 13 to
and F. Robertson, Spartanburg,
7.
who has not been able to take
part because of injuries received
in an automobile accident.
Head Cheerleader Cochran stated that he thought the yells had
been sounding all right, but that
they would sound better if the
CLEMSON'S • crack
platoon
Corps would co-operate just a
really did themselves "proud" at
little more.
Saturday's game during the halfperiod. The platoon is usually
made up of seniors only, but due
to the shortage of students during wartime, the platoon is open
Capt. Benson C. Parrish, Tex. to members of all classes who are
'41. of Easley, has been award- good enought to make it. The
ed the Bronze Star for bravery fact that any number of the
and heroism under fire during boys had seen duty with the
platoon in previous years meant
military operations in France.
Capt. Parrish paved the way nothing to the freshmen who help
for his unit's advance by picking make it up, for the platoon workup a light machine gun and de- ed in perfect rhythm and the
stroying an enemy position whose cadet's coordination and response
fire had pinned down his entire to commands was "on the ball."
The boys gave the crowd quite
company.
Shortly after his graduation a thrill when they gave the
from Clemson in June, Capt. Par- "Queen Anne's Salute," as the
rish entered the armed service. band played the Alma Mater.
He went overseas the early part
of last December.

Platoon Struts
At Charlotte

Captain Parrish
Wins Bronze Star

Capt. Gilliam Assigned
Panama Canal Dept.

HOKE SLOAN
Men's Wear and Military Supplies
Clemson, S. C.

THE CLEMSON "Y" WELCOMES YOU
—Graduates and former students as well as Faculty folk
and new students.
Many friends have helped to make the "Y" Service
possible. Thousands of "Y" News Letters are mailed
monthly to friends in all parts of the U. S. and in many
other lands.
Contributions of news, addresses, checks, money orders,
Clemson—two pictures to choose from each night.
If we can be of help to you, please let us know. We
have some Devotional booklets and "Strength For Service To God & Country"—Glad to send a copy.
Vespers programs at the Clemson "Y" each Sunday
2:20 and 6:10, speakers, music, news, and travel reels, often
an added picture for soldiers and guests.
Best Luck! PBH

By LT. GEORGE CHAPLIN '35
Published in the Greenville Piedmont
If there is one message I can send back to the people of Greenville, it is this: the fall of Germany will be abundant cause for rejoicing, but it will not be the end of the war. Not by a Jong shot!
Out there in the tremendous reaches of the Pacific'is where the
war started, and where it will end—some day in the not very early
future.
This theater has been regarded by too many people and too many
newspapers—thank heaven The News and The Piedmont, which I
avidly digest, are not among them—as a side show to the main attraction.
Whether this failure-to-realize stems from wishful thinking or
Earl Mazo, former Editor of the
from ignorance, it dotes a grave disservice to the American men—
Tiger was with Wes Gallagher
even the youngest are no longer boys—who are beating the Nips at of the Associated Press, a few
their own game of fighting in green jungle hells and on sun-bleach- weeks ago when the two were
ed coral atolls.
given permission to see MartinAll of us out here in the Pacific who said to him: "When I told court, French town murdered by
are just as anxious to get back to my mother what the war (out the Nazis. It was reported in
our wives and kids and friends here) was really like, and how Gallagher's column.
* * *
as they are to have us back, but long it was going to take, she sat
She didn't
there is work ahead and we aren't down and cried.
Back in France is Capt. Tallie
kidding ourselves about the time know we were just beginning to J. Crocker, Chem. Eng. '41, of
fight the Japs."
it is going to take.
Charleston after having been
I went up to Nuuanu Cemetery wounded last June. Before enPOA (Pacific Ocean Areas),
the other day and stood at the
Admiral Nimitz and General grave of Turk McBee's boy who tering the armed forces he was
Richardson (who, after 30 years, was killed at Pearl Harbor. Then employed by the DuPont Plant in
still has his Charleston accent) I wrote to Turk and Mrs. McBee Richmond.
* * *
commanding, covers more than and I told them of the peaceful
20 million square miles, which is
Sgt. James Clark, of Walhalla,
atmosphere of that green plot at
quite a hunk of water and land. the foot of Oahu's loveliest val- who was attending Clemson beIt is 2,100 miles from San Franley, of the smiling sun, of the fore entering the army has been
cisco to where I am writing this billowy white clouds, of the soft, slightly wounded according to a
on Oahu, the seat of Pearl Harmessage recently received by his
warm breeze.
bor and of Army's POA headI wrote, too, of how the valor father,J. Roy Clark. Sgt. Clark
quarters. From here on out to of their son and of his mates who received his basic training at
Saipan, it is another 3,500 miles,
sleep beside him, of the countless Camp Wolters, exas, and later
and once you're there you're farothers, is daily pushing the war went to George G. Meade, Md.
ther from "Pearl" than Seattle is
He had been overseas three
west.
months in the infantry.
from Boston. And you're still
I deeply hope they find solace
* * *
1,500 miles from Tokyo.
in the thought.
All the Japs aren't on the isEngagement: Jean Scott CroxI just as deeply hope that the
land approaches to the homeland, people in Greenville and through- son to Capt. Fred H. H. Calhoun.
nor on Honshu and the other out America keep their feet Jr., of Camp Bowie, exas, and
3,000 islands of Japan proper. squarely on the ground—for the Clemson. Capt. Calhoun is the
They are in China, too, and in day that Germany falls will be son of Dr. and Mrs. F. H. H. CalMalaya and in the Indies and in just another workday in the Pa- houn, of Clemson. Miss Croxson
a great many other places. Death cific.
is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
is what they expect, whether it
And it's a pretty safe bet that Everett F. Croxson, of Charlotte,
be by Allied hands, or, in desper- on some island that day some N. C.
ation, their own. They are not Jap sniper's bullet will drain the
* * *
thinking of time or planning to heartblood of some (homesick)
Holbert O. Crawford expects to
get home.
fighting American.
be sent overseas soon. He is with
When Elmer Davis of OWI was
He might come from Green- the ground crew of the Air Forces
on Oahu with President Roose- ville.
stationed in Arizona.
velt, he stayed on and swung out
* * *
west to Saipan and Guam. Then
Kenneth L. Crawford, '42, with
he came back and said what
his wife and baby, visited his
everyone in America must come
family recently. He is now a
to know: "The war in the PaFirst Lieutenant and received his
cific is just as important as the,
Wings on August 10.
one in Europe for the interest
A communication from an
and security of the United Eighth AAF Fighter Station in
States."
England reveals that Lt. Col.
He said some other things, too. John B. Murphy, Gen.Sc. '39, of
"Every man who fought in the Darlington, who is credited wfth
Dr. Samuel G. Forester, of
Marianas, every cartridge he having shot down the first Jap
fired and every ration he ate, had plane in the Aleutians, has added Sumter and Manning, to Miss
to be transported from 5,000 to to his laurels in the European Hattie Harvin Rigby, of Manning.
theatre by shooting down a Nazi Dr. Forester is a veterinarian in
8,000 miles.
"In Europe you have continu- fighter and sharing in the de- Manning.
* * *
ous fronts and more or less con- struction of another while leadA/C Ludie Munn, E, of Pamtinuous action. The Pacific war, ing his squadron of Mustangs
so far, has been an affair of iso- near Stettin, deep with eastern plico, who attended Clemson in
'41-'42, to Miss Margaret Anna
lated campaigns — united, of Germany.
La.
His score for the European Bostick, of Monroe,
course, by the general stragetic
* • *
plan, but short, sharp, bloody ac- theatre, according to the comHulett Hamilton Grice, U. S. N.
tions for the capture of an island munique, is four and one half.
or group of islands, with weeks
He has the Distinguished Flying R., of Greenville ,to Miss Marelapsing before the war flares up Cross with two oak-leaf clusters, garet Hamrick, of Columbia.
in '42-'43.
again.
and the Air Medal with three Grice attended» Clemson
* *
"Also in Europe you can gen- clusters
Capt. Andrew H. Driver, Gen.
erally pick a weak spot in the
Boys overseas are eager for all Sc. '41, of Aiken, to Lt. Alice M.
enemy's coastal perimeter for
your landing. On these small news from Clemson. Send in cor- Osborne. Capt. Driver and his
in England.
Pacific islands there is generally rect addresses to the Tiger. Do wife were married
* * *
just about one place where you not send them to individuals.
Capt. Jack Harris Mitchell, Jr.,
can land. The enemy knows it, Send them direct to the Tiger.
and you have to go in there and The college will send the Tiger Chem. '33, of Lafayette, Ind., to
free to any man in uniform who Miss Annie Lee Knox, of Bear
slug it out."
Poplar, N. C.
Slugging it out is bloody busi- ever matriculated at Clemson.
ness.
Everyone
knows about
Tarawa. Well, Well, many felt
Saipan was tougher than Tarawa.
A fellow-Clemsonite reports he
went 25 straight days without a
shave, a bath of a change of
I have been a watchmaker for the past fifteen years, but
clothing. He lived in a foxhole
I never have been so rushed before. I appreciate your
and ate canned chow. All, of
business and will try to repair your watches as soon as
course, in addition to a small
possible. I am still using quality repairs when obtainable.
matter of fighting Nips.

PEOPLE

Cheerleaders
Are Appointed

FRANK HOWARD'S
IPTAY LETTER HAS
FOOTBALL NEWS

Clemson's young Tigers ran
into' Old Man Experience in person when they clashed with Georgia Tech's veteran Yellow Jackets in Atlanta three weeks ago,
but the 51 to 0 Tech victory does
not quite tell a true story.
The Engineers, Sugar Bowlers
a year ago, are really a great ball
club, but they were forced into
the air to pile up that victory
over Coach Frank Howard's
freshmen. From tackle to tackle
Clemson's line, backed up by
Captain Ralph Jenkins, and bulwarked in front by tackles Phil
Prince
and
Harley
Phillips,
guards Tom Salisbury and Wendell Ard, made things extremely
tough for the Techmen.
So Tech took the other way
out—outside the ends, over the
secondary's head. It was a
beautiful Geirgia Tech lateral
play that began to confuse the
Clemson defense, and accurate
Tech passing to outstanding receivers that broke the Tiger's
back.
For a few minutes the Tigers
made a game of it, and until late
in the first quarter, it looked as
though there might be real hope
for a close score. Then—BANG.
Here came the Tech laterals. It
was, in fact, BANG, BANG,
BANG. For four Tech touchdowns.
After four th^ always come
rather easy. Tech backfield ace
Broyles contributed the game's
highlight, and one of the seasonal highlights, by intercepting a
pass on Clemson's goal line and
checking the entire distance of
the field for a touchdown.

Capt. Albert L. Gilliam, Jr., G.
S. '35, of Abbeville, has been assigned to duty as a Company
Commander with the Panama
Canal Department.
Before entering the
Army,
Captain Gilliam was manager of
Edisto Auto Finance Company in
Walterboro.
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
A. L. Gilliam, Abbeville, and the
husband of Mrs. Frances Cheatham Gilliam, who also lives in
Abbeville.

Burnette Promoted
To Rank Of Captain
Howard W. Burnette ,Gen. Sc.
'42 ,of Belton, has been promoted
to the rank of Captain, according to an announcement from
the Ramgarh Training Center, in
India.
A former Clemson student,
Capt. Burnette received his Army
commission on May 25, 1942. He
has been overseas in the C. B. I.
Theater since Jan. 14, 1943. His
present duty is to train American-equipped Chinese troops for
action against the Japs.

There are more places to be
taken, and they are increasingly
Send in correct addresses of closer to the Japs' home bases.
Bob Sherrod of Time tells of
Clemson men to Prof. Ben Goodale and he will sent the Tiger one bomber pilot, returning to the
along free.
Pacific after a Stateside leave,

Clemson Man Gets
Jap, Nazi Planes

Married

Notice To My Customers:

T. N. VAUGHN
"The Best In Watch Repair"

Tiger End Leads
Ball Carriers In
Clemson's 3 Games

I

LOTTA TACKLE
PHIL PRINCE
Freshman Phil Prince, a
husky from Tennessee, is
playing a lot of tackle for the
Tigers this fall.
A first
stringer, Prince is a major
reason -why -ground-getting
through the Tiger's middle is
a pretty tough proposition.

Lonas Appointed
New Specialist
C. H. Lonas, Dairying '28, who
as a member of the Dairy Department Staff at Clemson was once
superintendent of advance registry testing for the state of South
Carolina, has been recently appointed dairy specialist of the
South Carolina Extension Service
here, and will begin his new
work here on December 1.
Since receiving his M. S. Degree in Dairying at the University of Missouri, Mr. Lonas has
been a member of the S. C. Food
Research Commission in Charleston; herdsman of the Whitehall
Dairy, Lemon City. Fla.; assistant
Superintendent of the de la Howe
School, McCormick; and at present is dairy specialist of Spartanburg county.

End Eddis Freeman, who has
been called on only five times as
a ball carrier, tops the running
averages among the Tigers and
Freshman tailback Jack Miller
stands in second place.
Wingback Billy Poe, however,
should rightfully be considered
Clemson's leading ground gainer.
Poe has the highest net gain and
has been called on to carry the
ball much more than either Freeman or Miller. Individual groundgaining statistics at the end of
three games (Presbyterian, Georgia Tech, and N. C. State):
Player
Runs Gain Ave
Freeman
5
39 8.0
Miller
14
104 7.43
Poe
22
163 7.41
Hallman
5
28 5.6
Stewart
22
120 5.4
Rogers
37
151 4.1
Tinsley
40
150 3.7
Parker
3
8 2.7
McCory
5
11 2.2
Poulos
3
' 1
Roper
3
5
Freshman fullback Bill Rogers,
with three touchdowns, leads the
individual scoring: Rogers 18:
Tinsley 12; Stewart 12; Miller 4,
Cagle 1.
Clemson has fumbled nine
times this year and lost three of
them. The Tigers have recovered four fumbles by the opposition.
Watt (Scooter) Stewart is averaging 15 yards per returned
punt. Stewart has returned 5
punts for a total of 74 yards.

Dr. Zeigler Speaks
To Fellowship Club
The Fellowship Club, local civic organization, met last Tuesday
night for a business meeting and
to hear Dr. R. F. Zeigler, of Seneca, deliver an interesting talk on
malaria. Dr. Zeigler is a member of the Seneca Rotary Club.
He was introduced by Dean
Kinard of the General Science
School. Dr. F. H. H. Calhoun,
vice-president of the club, presided.

All Insurance Is
NOT alike.
CompareMa j. Stanton Awarded
Comparison Proves!
Air Medal For Flight
On Invasion Morning
Major LeRoy M. Stanton, Voc
Ed. '37, of McColl, has received
the Air Medal for "Meritorious
achievement in aerial flight."
Major Stanton led a para-troop
carrying flight of unarmored C53's over Cherbourg Peninsula in
the early hours of D-Day. Later
in the day, he towed a glider-full
of air-borne reinforcements into
Northern France.
He is the son of Mrs. Lila Stanton Lynch of McColl, and worked
as a County Agricultural Agent
for the North Carolina Agricultural Extension Service before
entering the service.

See Me

1.1 Patterson
Insurance
AuixHLife-Fire
CLEMSON, S. C.

Have your shoes scientifically rebuilt
at the

Electric Shoe Shop
Reasonable Prices

CLEMSON, S. C.
Leather and Rubber Soles
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THE CADETS MEET AND EAT
-at-

The Tiger's Den
"TILLIE" HAYWOOD
Owner
HOT DOGS

SOFT DRINKS
On the Corner
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Get That Picture
Made NOW
That you plan to give to your Mother and
Girl at Christmas. Avoid the Christmas
rush!

BARNETfS STllfl
CLEMSON, S. C.
Expert Photography

Reasonable Rates
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407 Textile Grads Have
Joined The Armed Forces

Placement Tests
Given Freshmen

Realizing the importance of
freshman English as a foundation course, the English faculty
has for the past several years
been studying ways and means of
insuring the freshman's knowledge of the fundamentals, states
Prof. M. E. Bradley, head of the
English Department. Incidentally, it has become apparent that,
with the poorer students, the
Four hundred and seven graduates of Clemson Textile problem is one of unlearning
School have joined the armed forces of their country, ac- what has been wrongly learned
as well as of learning what is
cording to a tabulation released by Prof. W. G. Blair, acting right.
as Liaison officer' between the Textile School and the naIn order to reach and help
tional headquarters of Phi Psi Fraternity.
the freshmen most, in need of
In making the report, Prof. Blair specified that of these,
help, various diagnostic
and
13 have been, killed, 4 wounded, 6 are missing, 7 are prisonplacement tests will be given
ers, and 3 have been given medical discharges.
from time to time to find the
Killed in action: Acker, L. M.,
— needs of the* weaker students and
TE '37; Carson, W. H., TE '42;
to segregate or sectionalize them
Folger, A. J., TE '38; Gormley, C.
for special drill. At present, we
J., TC '39; Gregory, P. A., Jr.,
are seeking to determine the best
TE '42; Guy, R. A., TC '39; Guytype of test to accomplish the
ton, G. G., TC '40; Henry, D. H.,
ends mentioned. For the current
Marine Lt. Col. Robert F. Scott, EE '36, of Blacksburg, has been
TE '36; Nicholson, W. S., Jr., TE
year we are using a standard
assigned to duty as executive of an antiaircraft artillery Bn.,
'40; Parrish, J. W., TE '40; Ross,
test, which will probably be supD. J., TE '41; Sanders, W. F., TE
comewhere in the South Pacific. He has served 14 months sea
plemented with other tests or
'41; Halm, Henry Tutt, TE '43.
samplings. Grades from the maduty, overseas duty at at Johnson Island, Palmyra, and Pearl
Wounded: Henry, W. J., TC
jor test and the samplings will
Harbor. Was member of the track team at Clemson. His mother
'42; Sanders, A. L., TE '38; Seigbe compared with the semester
is Mrs. Catherine D. Scott of Blacksburg.
ler, C. W., TE '43; Neuffer, J. M.,
grades to determine the correlaTE '37.
tion of failures. The procedure
Missing: Boy, C. T., Jr., TE '42;
should determine rather accurateHarris, J. N.. TC '36; McCoy, W.
ly the best type of test for screenT., TE '41; Murphy, T. F., TIE
ing out the men unprepared for
'33-; Osteen, R. T., TC '41; Griffin,
freshman English. In subsequent
John R. C, TE '42. .
years the men so screened out
The "Y" Cabinet officers for the current year are as folPrisoners: Bolt, J. E., TE '42;
will probably be so sectionalized
Cheatham, R. L., TC '42; Goodor scheduled as to provide for ex- lows: Gordon Goodale, of Clemson, President; Martin Tilman, Frank, TE '37; Hackett, C.
tra drill work on the fundamen- son, of Savannah, Vice President; Reese Young, of Clinton,
Recording Sec; P. B. Holtzendorff, Jr., Adviser; Dan Pate
B., Jr., TE '40; Jameson, L. H.,
tals of freshman English.
WD '42; Leitner, H. D., TE '37;
and Bobby Brown, Upperclass Leader's of Freshman Council.
Robinson, H. H., TE '41.
Officers of Freshman "Y"
Medical Discharges: Browning,
Council are as follows: H. H.
C. O, TE '37; Kay, C. W., TE '42;
Provence of Greenville, President;
LT. EUGENE D. TIMMONS
Richardson, J. L., TE '42.
Jack Parrish of Easley, Vice Pres.;
Six of the seven prisoners are
1st Lt. Eugene D. Timmons,
Pete H. McCravy, Spartanburg,
An OPA Information Panel has
in the hands of the Germans;
Chem,- Eng. '23, was in the
Sec; R. L. Mixon, of Beaufort,
been
organized
at
Clemson,
Prof.
the seventh, Capt. H. D. Leitner,
twenty-second g r a d u a ting
Treasurer.
I Sgt. Roy J. McFadden, of Fort
John Lane, chairman, announces.
TE '37, was captured by the Japs
class at the San Marcos
Forum and Evening Watch Lawn, has been reported missing
Its
function
.will
be
to
get
OPA
on Bataan.
Army Air Field on Sept. 27.
Leaders for past eight weeks are: in action over Germany since
news of importance to houseHe will be an aerial navaA-Co., K. M. Park; B-Co, C. J. Sept. 13.
The incomplete information
wives
of
the
community.
gator in the Army Air Forces.
Beach; C-Co, A. S. Bobo, Jr., and
listed Lt. McCoy missing in ChiSgt. McFadden, a ball turrett
Miss Cornelia Graham will John Erwin; D-Co, W. R. Miller;
He spent 26 months in the
na; Lt. Murphy in France; R. T.
assume the responsibility of mim- E-Co, J. E. Smith; Hdq.—Bobby gunner on a B-17, was assigned
Navy during World War I.
Osteen in France. It lists J. M.
eographing
vital
information Brown. Other boys assisted in to a base in Italy and had flown
His wife and daughter live
Neuffer as being wounded in
at least 20 combat missions over
about rationing and price ceil- each company.
in Birmingham, Ala.
Italy.
ings. This information will be
The Band was entertained re- enemy and enemy occupied terridistributed by the following ladies cently. Col. Cunningham con- tory- His group had been given
who have agreed to serve: Mrs. tributed some money from Mili- the presidential citation for meriJ. E. Hunter, Pres. of U. D. C; tary Activities fund. Capt. Har- torious achievement in combat
Mrs. J. M. Aexander, Pres. Fort combe furnished the food. Tillie operations.
Before entering the service in
Hill Garden Club; Mrs. John Haywood made the arrangeCapt. Henry R. Gregg, Agr. Bregger, Pres. of P. T. O.; Prof. ments and invited the boys to the 1943, Sgt. McFadden attended
A radio tribute to Ben RobertClemson for two years.
'42, of Florence, was among the H. G. McGraw, Superintendent "Y" Cabin for the occasion.
son, Hort. '23:
New York Herald Tribune war graduates of the Informaton of the Clemson School, and Mrs.
Delegates from the "Y" attendcorrespondent killed in the crash and Education course at the Pickens McCollum.
ed conferences at Blue Ridge and
of the Yankee Clipper near Lis- Schpol for Special and Morale
the "Y" retreat at Camp York.
(Continued from page one)
bon, Portugal, Feb. 22, 1943, was Services, Lexington, Va.
Four thousand "Y" News letAs an Information and Edumade over radio station WJZ
ters are mailed out each month,
Georgia. — Lieutenant Snider
Saturday night on the Bethlehem cation officer, Captain Gregg
according to Mr. Holtzendorff.
wanted to be mentioned this
will
aid
in
bringing
the
War
Steel company's program, "Whose
Speakers at the various "Y"
week so here he is. Lieutenant
Department's Information proWar Is This?"
Ninety-four young people en- sponsored groups in barracks in- C. R. Snider.—The ACER'S are
Hugh James, the program nar- gram, which includes increasing joyed themselves at the Metho- clude: President R. F. Poole, Col. well represented in the cheering
rator, in recounting Mr. Robert- the soldier's understanding as to dist Church Saturday evening, W. A. Cunningham, Dr. S. J. L. department by Glenn Vail, D. O.
son's career told of a trip the cor- why we are fighting, and to October 7. The occasion was the Crouch, Dr. J. E. Ward, Rev. MacDougald, and Koerbling.
respondent made to Dover in equip him mentally and physi- regular monthly meeting of the Boyce Brooks, Rev. Wannamaker
Question of the week—
1940, where he experienced the cally to be a more efficient subdistrict of the Methodist Youth Hardin, Rev. John Pinckney, Dr.
Why is the first sergeant of a
fighting
man
and
citizen,
to
J. C. Green, Father Donelon,
Fellowship.
German blitz of the British Isles.
certain company rooming on
In addition to the Clemson Prof. J. H. Mitchell, B. E. GoodMr. James recalled the statement American troops all over the
the third floor out for a cerworld.
young people, cadets, and ACERs, ale, Claude Green, S. M, Martin,
made by Mr. Robertson followtain lieutenant of the same
Capt.
Gregg
will
be
stationthere were young people from J. E. Hunter, John Lane, L. V.
ing the- Dover bombings, that:
company? This department
Infantry Senera, Central, and Cateechie. Starkey, John LaGrone, Robt. E.
"It lifted a tremendous weight off ed with the 78th
always thought a lieutenant
Training
Regiment
at
Camp
The program was in charge of Ware, H. T. Haywood, P. B.
your spirit to find yourself wiloutranked the first sergeant
the Seneca young people with the Holtzendorff, Jr., H. T. Haywood,
ling to give up your life if you Joseph T. Robinson, Ark.
but I guess this first sergeant
Clemson young people providing P. B. Holtdendorff, Jr., Lee Milhave to. I discovered St. Mathas different ideas.
thew's meaning about losing a
refreshments. Miss Sue Henry, ford, Father Walsh, Mr. C. S.
Rumors have been flying thick
life to find it."
of Clemson, is president of the Patrick, Capt. J. C. Cook, Dr. and fast lately. Cause for one
Albert Meiburg, Sgt. K. R. Hel- rumor was the fact that all those
subdistrict. .
"Ben Robertson never reached
ton.
his final war assignment," Mr.
birthdays came in October were
The Electrical Engineering DeJames said. "But he had already
called to the commandant's office.
done a splendid job covering the partment has recently acquired a
Hopes of active duty ran high
(Continued from page one)
early phases of the war—bring- large amount or electronics equipbut such was not to be. It was
ing to American readers a reali- ment. It has purchased a number
just a routine report to be made
of
examples
of
the
industrial
apder; H. G. Rhodes, Vice Commanzation of what the war meant.
and we were given our choice of
der; Louis G. McGill, Sec. and
Yes, Robertson did his part of the plications of electronics.
waiting here or at home for our
Treas.;
James
W.
Adams,
Liaison
Among the items that have arjob of winning the war."
call to active duty. Very few
Capt.
J.
Grady
Evans,
son
of
officer.
are returning home but a multiBen was actively interested in rived are a precipitron, a high
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Samuel
Evans,
of
Meetings are to be held every
members of the Tiger staff; he frequency oscillator used for ex- Monday evening at 7:00, in the Clemson, and husband of Mrs. tude of prayers asking for a call
perimental
work:
in
induction
and
to active duty are on everyone's
was a member of the Forum
Guest Room of the "Y". All who Grady Evans, of Seneca, was
Club, faculty discussion group, dielectric heating, a motortrol, failed to attend this< meeting are heard in a broadcast from Ger- lips.
Attendance at the churchand Gamma Alpha Mu, Honor and an automatic synchronizer. urged to attend the next.
many last Friday night. He • is
In addition, the Western Eleces, both on Sunday mornings
English Fraternity for writers at
a
prisoner
of
war
of
the
GerCharter
members
to
date
are:
and on Wednesday evenings,
Clemson, which is sponsored by tric Co. has given the Depart- J. W. Adams, Asheville, N. C; mans.
ment quite a bit of communicahas been very good. All those
Octavus Roy Cohen.
Mrs. Evans was notified of the
tions equipment. This company John A. Brunetti, New York
who attend regularly are to
broadcast
SUnday
morning
by
City;
Murph
Mahaffey,
Duncan;
has a policy of giving old models
be
complimented.
There's
the
War
Department,
which
had
of radio
receivers, transmit- C. B. Bell, Great Falls; D. J. Garstill
a
lot
of
room
in the
ters, rectifying systems, trans- ris, Great Falls; Louis G. McGill, intercepted the broadcast. Capt.
churches
for
all
those
who
formers, condensers, etc., to cer- Anderson; Joe Carson, Green- Evans stated that he was not
are not attending yet.
wounded,
and
that
he
is
getting
ville.
tain
educational
institutions
Warren J. Bost, Spartahburg; along fine.
when
new models come out
Prior to receiving the message,
J.
P. Hamilton. Rock Hill; Dantzand Clemson is lucky enough to
Capt. Charles F. Tisdale, Ag. be among this group.
ler Kennerly, Cardover; Louis from the War Departmnt, howEc'41, of Bryson City, N. C, has
Louper, E'asley; Ralph M. High- ever, Mrs. Evens was first notifibeen reported missing in action
Clemson was without an estab- tower, Blackville; Max Livings- ed of the broadcast by a conducsince August 29, according to lished football star as the '44 ton, Salley; A. B. Altmon, Jr., tor on a Southern passenger train,
Capt. Butler N. Kelly, of Union,
word received by his wife.
season opened. The long line of Gallivant's Ferry; Aldrich Atkin- who heard the broadcast and who attended Clemson for three
Before he entered the Army, "all this and that" boys ended son, Gresham; R. X. Box, Green- wrote her a note. Mrs. W. R. years, has been commended for
Captain Tisdale taught school in with the graduation of All-Amer- wood;
Sam Partico, Sharon; Ballenger, of Walhalla, also heard excellent service in supplying unhis home town and was employ- ican Joe Blalock and All-South- Thomas S. Perry, Liberty; Harry the broadcast and notified Mrs. usual requirements. His comed at Paris Mountain State Park ern Charlie Timmonsvand George G. Rhodes, Darlington.
Evans.
mendation came from Col. Lance
Fritts in 1941.
for some time.
Call, commanding a Ninth Air
Force group which has been enWflrtftrtJ%njsrtArtr.vr^^^jvjvvs.^vvvv^^-,^^j%j%r.rjv\^^".-«-JV,»-^rf\
gaged in experimental bombing.
District OPA price Executiv, Geo. W. Tomlin, issued the follow- Col. Call stated that Capt. Kelly's
ing ceiling prices effective immediately in zone 8 (Clemson's) House- prompt and efficient service made
the achievements attained by his
wives are urged not to pay above these ceiling pries:
group possible.
Meat
Items
Group
I
Group
II
—OFCapt. Kelly entered the service
Round steak, bone-in, grade A, per lb
.42
.42
in July, 1940, and has been overRound roast, bone-in, grade A, per lb., zone 8
27
.27
seas for over a year.
zone 9
28
.28
Ground beef-hamburger, per lb
29
.29
Fresh Pork Sausages in bulk, per lb
39c
.39
Veal Cutlets, Grade A, per lb
46
.46
Live Fryers (under 4 lbs.) per lb
37
.37
Pork Chops, Loin end cut, per lb
34
.34
First Sgt. Sam J. McChesney, of
Butter and Cheese
Woodruff and Augusta, Ga., who
Butter and Cheese
is a former Clemson student, has
AU brands, 92 Score lb
.51
.51
returned to the United States
Kraft American Cheese, V2 lb. carton
23
.23
from duty in the Southwest PaNucoa Oleomargarine, per lb
27
.27
cific.
He was with the First Marine
Dry Groceries
Division in the Guadalcanal and
Campbells Tomato Soup, per can
_
New Britain areas. He has been
Campbells Vegetable Soup, per can
15
.15
awarded the Marine Good ConPost Raisin Bran, 11 oz. pkg
.13
.13
duct Medal and the Presidential
Luzianne Coffee, 1 lb. carton
34
.34
Citation.
AND
Karo Blue Label Syrup, 24 oz. glass.
17
.17
He recently left on furlough
Mother's Cocoa, 1 lb. pkg _
13
.13
for Augusta, Ga., where he was
Soaps and Cleansers
employed as a textile chemist beOld Dutch Cleanser
.
09
.09
fore enlisting in the
Marine
C C. DuBOSE, Owner
Lifebuoy Soap, regular size
08
.08
Corps in 1937.

Tabulation Made By Professor Blair
For Phi Psi, National Textile Frat

"Y" ACTIVITIES REPORTED
STUDENT LEADERS APPOINTED

OPA Price Panel To
Function At Clemson

SGT. McFADDEN
NOW MISSING

Praise Ben Robertson Capt. Gregg Completes
Over WJZ Broadcast Special Army Course

A. C. E, R.'S

Methodist Church Has
Young People's Social

E. E. DEPT. GETS
NEW MACHINERY

Vets Organize

Capt. Grady Evans
Heard On Broadcast
From Germany

Tisdale Missing
Since August 29

Kelly Commended For
Excellent Service

OPA Ceiling Prices Announced

COMPLIMENTS

COLLEGE CAFE
Clemson, S. C.

CLEMSON
PHARMACY

BUS STATION

First Sgt. McChesney
Returns To States

Faculty
NEWS
By D. H. Beckham

In the past few weeks Clemson
has lost eleven men from its
teaching staff.
C. -W. Carter, Instructor in
drawing, has obtained a leave of
absence afid is now with Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Company in Atlanta, Ga.
D. N. Harris hasj put in his application for a leave of absence.
A. D. Lewis, Assistant Professor of ME, has resigned to accept a position at Yale University
J. W. Lindley, Instructor in architecture, has resigned to attend
graduate school at Princeton.
C. M. McHugh, Instructor in
Drawing, resigned and has been
commissioned an Ensign in the U.
S. N. R., and is stationed at Holly"
wood, Florida.
H. R. Martin, Assistant Professor of ME, has obtained a leave
of absence. He has been commissioned an Ensign in the U. S. N.
R., and is stationed at Hollywood,
Fla.
S. M. Watson, Assistant Professor of ME, has a leave of absence to engage in essential war
work at Louisville, Ky.
Dr. A. E. Prince, Assistant Professor of Botany, has been granted his leave of absence to do plant
Disease work for the U. S. Dept.
of Agriculture. Dr. Prince will
remain at Clemson to do his
work .
Dr. J. M. Stepp, Associate Professor of Ag. Ec, has been granted his leave of absence to do plan
on a special Investigation of
small Industries for the Federal
Bureau of Ag. Economics.
L. O. Drew, class of '43, who
was an Instructor in Ag. Engineering last year, has been granted
the Anderson Fellowship. He will
do graduate work at Iowa State
College.
Professor G. R. Nutt, who re
signed as head of the Dept. of Ag.
Eng. last fall, has returned to
Clemson to resume his former duties.
Dr. G. H. Aull, who is head of
the Dept. of Ag. Economics, recently attended a meeting of the
Land Grant College Committee
on post war planning.'

Baptist Cadets Enjoy
Social At The Church
The Baptist boys of Clemson
were entertained last Saturday
evening at the Baptist Church. E.
E. Jones planned and A. S. Bobo
acted as Master of Ceremonies
Mr. Lewis a deacon of the church
led the group in several interesting games, which were of particular interest to the cadets as
they gave the cadets an opportunity to meet the young ladies
of the Baptist Trainning Union..
The games were followed by
songs, which were sung under the
direction of Miss Frances Carwile.
The refreshments consisted of
cocoa, sandwiches, and crackers.
The social was enjoyed by the unusually large group.

Former Clemson Grad
Holds Key Position
At Large Army Base
Lt. Colonel Steele Patterson,
E. E. '34, of Seneca, is now air
inspector of the Gulfport Army
Air Base Installation.
The position to which Lt. Colonel Patterson has been appointed is one of the key staff positions
in the newly organized heavy
bombardment training program.
Lt. Colonel Patterson has seen
service in Newfoundland and the
Middle East as a flight commander:
Wayne Clark '44, only Clemson cadet to receive membership
in the Clemson chapter of Blue
Key during the past two years,
was on hand for the ClemsonP. C. game recently.

FORMER EXTENSION WORKERS
NOW SERVE IN ARMED FORCES
Extension Men Are
Stationed All Over
Allied World
Fifty-four extension workers
from the Clemson College Extension Service are now in the armed forces, and are stationed in all
parts of the world, according to
Thomas W. Morgan, Assistant Director. A list of these workers is
given as follows: W. L. Abernathy, Jr., Assistant Agricultural
Economist; E. C. Abrams, County Agent; L. M. Asbill, Marketing Specialist; Roscoe C. Bacote,
Negro Agricultural Agent; E. B
Baskin, County Agent; M. A.
Bouknight, County Agent; T. O.
Bowen, Assistant County Agent,
F. W. Cannon, County Agent; D.
H. Caughman, Assistant County
Agent; L. O. Clayton, Assistant
State 4-H Club Agent; T. M. Clyburn, Assistant County Agent; J.
L. Cochran, Assistant County Agent; R. A. Cole, Assistant County Agent; F. W. Corley, County
Agent; R. H. Crouch, Assistant to
District Agent; W. W. Duckworth,
Assistant County Agent; F. M.
Fleming, Assistant to District
Agent; B. J. Funderburk, Assistant County Agent; C. P. Guess,
County Agent; F. K. Hinnant, Assistant in Visual Instruction;
Winston Holliday, Extension Assistant; J. M. Jeter, Assistant
County Agent; E. M. Johnson,
Assistant to the Agricultural Engineer; D. K. Josey, Assistant
County Agent; J. C. King, County Agent; R. H. Lemmon, Jr , Assistant County Agent; H. P. Lynn,
Assistant in Visual Instruction;
J. C. McComb, County Agent; M.
M. McKenzie, Assistant Agricultural Engineer; W. R. McKinney,
Assistant County Agent; Crayton
McCown, County Agent; W. J
Martin, County Agent; J. w!
Matthews, Assistant Extension
Poultryman; G. C. Meares, Assistant to the Director; J. D. Miller, Assistant County
Agent;
Ruby Pearson, Assistant Home
Demonstration Agent; W.
H.
Pressley, County Agent; B. E. G.
Prichard, Assistant
Extension
Agronomist; D. Richardson, Assistant County Agent; W. J. Ridout, Jr., Rural Electrification
Specialist; L. W.'Riley, Assistant
in Visual Instruction; J. T. Rogers, County Agent; D. A. Shelley,
County Agent; J. C. Shelley, Assistant County Agent; T. A. Stallworth, Assistant County Agent;
G. H. Stewart, Rural Electrification Specialist; D. C. Sturgis, Assistant Agricultural Economist;
H. M. Sutherland, Assistant Agricultural Economist; J. W. Talbert, County Agent; E. C. Turner,
Extension Soil Conservationist;
S. B. Walker, County Agent; J.
C. Willis, County Agent; J. R
Wood, Assistant County Agent;
H. A. Woodle, Extension Agronomist.
It never fails. "Tiny" Phillips
is just about the biggest thing
in a Clemson football uniform
this year. "Tiny" stands six feet
five inches, weighs 210 pounds,
plays tackle.
Mail your Tiger to a boy overseas. Seal it in an envelope and
send it first class.
Mail your used Tiger to a boy
over there.

Sidney Marshall
Visits Clemson
Mr. Sidney Marshall, Assistant
Professor in Animal Nutrition of
the Department of Animal Industry at the University of Florida,
was at Clemson on October 9 for
an interview relative to the position of Assistant Dairyman on the
Experimentation Staff, a position
made vacant by the departure of
Dr. George H. Wise for Kansas
State University.
Dr. J. P. LaMaster conducted
Mr. Marshall on an inspection of
the Clemson Dairy and Dairying
Department on Monday and attended the Spartanburg County
Fair on Tuesday so that Mr. Marshall could see some of the surrounding country.

Maj. Baldwin
Gets Decoration
Major Marion C. Baldwin, Tex.
Chem. '39, of Rock Hill has been
awarded the Purple Heart with
an "Oak Leaf Cluster at McCloskey General Hospital at Temple, Texas, where he is recovering
from wounds receivd in Normanday.
Major Baldwin was wounded
near the Murderet River on June
16 when he was riddled by German machine gun fire while leading his battalion.
He has been in the Army five
years and went on active duty
soon after his graduation from
Clemson.

Maj. Baskin Is Chief
Maintenance Officer
Major Edward B. Baskin, Animal Husbandry and Voc. Ag. Ed.
'37, of Bishopville, has recently
been appointed Chief Maintenance Officer at Camp Wolters,
Texas. .His duties consist 'of inspecting all ordinance equipment,
including motor vehicles, weapons in the IRTC Weapons Pool,
and weapons in the individual
units at Camp Wolters.
After graduating from Clemson,
Major Baskin was in civilian life
employed by the Clemson College Extension Division. He entered the Army in March, 1941,
and has three brothers in service.

Lieut Thomas
Leaves Clemson
Lt. R. T. Thomas, who was retired from active duty Oct. 4, has
returned to his home in Blairfield, N. J. where he intends to
work with NBC in New York and
Texas.
Lt. Thomas came to Clemson
from Fort Bliss, Texas, ard during his stay here he became a
favorite with local religious organizations. He was a featured vocalist at the Presbyterian
Church and was a guest artist at
the Methodest Church.
Lt. Thomas left for his hnm°
on Oct. 6 and at this time no one
has been appointed to take over
his work.

Clemson's 1000 Cadets Cut A Clean
Figure . . .

WHY!
BECAUSE THEIR CLOTHES GO TO

The Clemson College Laundry

Welcome . . .
College Stationery
College Jewelry
Stickers - Pennants - Novelties

Visit Our Soda Fountain

L C. Martin Drug Co.
OFFICIAL COLLEGE SUPPLY STORE
P. S. McCOLLUM, Owner

